Evaluation Resource Center
Partners
Direct Evaluation Support for Nonprofit Organizations
Healthcare Georgia Foundation recruits evaluation consultants and groups, known as ERC Partners,
throughout Georgia to work with grantees and other health nonprofit organizations. ERC Partners submit
statements of capabilities to the Foundation demonstrating capacity to work with health nonprofits in
Georgia. The Foundation may commission directly, or request proposals from ERC Partners to evaluate
programs, organizations, or initiatives funded by the Foundation. The ERC also offers to health nonprofits
or grantees the ability to procure an ERC Partner if the organization lacks evaluation capacity and is
seeking an evaluator.

Several examples of the types of evaluation support most typically requested by nonprofit health
organizations:
 Determining your organization's "theory of change"
 Developing metrics and language for a grant
proposal
 Developing indicators for hard to measure outcomes
 Developing metrics for your organization's strategic
plan
 Assistance with data collection and analysis
 Consulting on communicating findings to funders,
clients, and other stakeholders
 Consulting on using evaluation findings to improve
your programs or strategies
 Providing evaluation trainings or workshops for your
staff
Healthcare Georgia Foundation’s mission is to enable, improve, and advance the
health and well-being of all Georgians.

ERC Partners
Augusta University

Agnes Scott College

Community Evaluation
Solutions, Inc.

Creative Research Solutions,
LLC

Emory University

ICF Macro

CMT Consulting, LLC

Center for Community
Studies, Inc.

Georgia Southern
University

GEARS

Georgia Health Policy Center

Highland Nonprofit
Consulting, LLC

Kennesaw State University

University of Georgia

Messages of Empowerment
Productions, LLC

NORC at the University of
Chicago
If you would like to procure the services of an ERC Partner, please contact Samantha Bourque Tucker, Evaluation
Manager, at 404.653.0990 or email stucker@healthcaregeorgia.org.

About the Evaluation Resource Center
Healthcare Georgia Foundation’s Evaluation Resource Center (ERC) offers evaluation tools and services tailored
to help nonprofit health organizations achieve better outcomes. Healthcare Georgia Foundation believes
strongly in the benefits of evaluation: that all organizations should understand their work and why it matters.
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